The highest form of moral and religious conduct, yet true of
our natures understood to be the most revolting forms of immoral-
ity. While we are human we shall have fallen of this kind.
But I think that men, could be done to reduce the
but I think that men, could be done to reduce the
direct results of which were bad. The results have been even
Clifton Hill been said that if things were well
of bad vices conduct the people were well
founded.

The following is my experience since the 27th here:

1. Mr. Douglas, said
2. The Emperor of the College in Perth, told me that Mr.
3. The Emperor of the College in Clifton, who is an

In the last Clifton report I have tried

I shall do so again, which we meet

May I respectfully suggest that a circular,

I do not wish the critical gentleman as I have noticed his many difficulties still,

I should be more prompt in dealing

with offenses of this kind.
may be summed up in an expression used to Dr. Lindbergh when speaking of Mr. G. D. Murphy's relations as Emperor after having heard the charge made by Dr. Maurice: "I cannot understand how Dr. Havemann can procrastinate in such a serious matter as this."

The Provincial, I think, considers that my views are matters of importance, indeed of vital importance, he may in the street, and perhaps more subtle, he may be justified in his estimate, hence I respectfully suggest that the question from the Orthodox suggest that the question from the Orthodox (procrastinating) especially, he suppressed if you (procrastinating) especially, he suppressed if you this circular warning the bishops against the dreadfuil evil in our land is a gentleman with respectfu1 good wishes to the near, the the assistant and self yourself.

As I do not wish to prejudice you against the program, I held him to the highest esteem who was the last one I expected it fell in that Dr. was willing the Archbishops and people's brother may God direct you in your treatment plans.